Accessing complex patient data from Arden Syntax Medical Logic Modules.
Arden Syntax is a standard for representing and sharing medical knowledge in form of independent modules and looks back on a history of 25 years. Its traditional field of application is the monitoring of clinical events such as generating an alert in case of occurrence of a critical laboratory result. Arden Syntax Medical Logic Modules must be able to retrieve patient data from the electronic medical record in order to enable automated decision making. For patient data with a simple structure, for instance a list of laboratory results, or, in a broader view, any patient data with a list or table structure, this mapping process is straightforward. Nevertheless, if patient data are of a complex nested structure the mapping process may become tedious. Two clinical requirements - to process complex microbiology data and to decrease the time between a critical laboratory event and its alerting by monitoring Health Level 7 (HL7) communication - have triggered the investigation of approaches for providing complex patient data from electronic medical records inside Arden Syntax Medical Logic Modules. The data mapping capabilities of current versions of the Arden Syntax standard as well as interfaces and data mapping capabilities of three different Arden Syntax environments have been analyzed. We found and implemented three different approaches to map a test sample of complex microbiology data for 22 patients and measured their execution times and memory usage. Based on one of these approaches, we mapped entire HL7 messages onto congruent Arden Syntax objects. While current versions of Arden Syntax support the mapping of list and table structures, complex data structures are so far unsupported. We identified three different approaches to map complex data from electronic patient records onto Arden Syntax variables; each of these approaches successfully mapped a test sample of complex microbiology data. The first approach was implemented in Arden Syntax itself, the second one inside the interface component of one of the investigated Arden Syntax environments. The third one was based on deserialization of Extended Markup Language (XML) data. Mean execution times of the approaches to map the test sample were 497ms, 382ms, and 84ms. Peak memory usage amounted to 3MB, 3MB, and 6MB. The most promising approach by far was to map arbitrary XML structures onto congruent complex data types of Arden Syntax through deserialization. This approach is generic insofar as a data mapper based on this approach can transform any patient data provided in appropriate XML format. Therefore it could help overcome a major obstacle for integrating clinical decision support functions into clinical information systems. Theoretically, the deserialization approach would even allow mapping entire patient records onto Arden Syntax objects in one single step. We recommend extending the Arden Syntax specification with an appropriate XML data format.